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"If you did nothing else for the
remainder of your days but advocate
the use of orthochromatic plates to,
the exclusion of ail others, your
time would be well spent." This is
what Mr. Edward Bierstadt said to
-me recently ; a gentleman, by the
way, who, through his researches and
resuits on the subject, leads as an
Amnerican authority.

So, then, we will begin at the be-
ginning, and in the briefest possible
way consider what is meant by or-
thochromatic plates, why they are not
in more general use, who are the

mnakers of such plates, and if there is
any difference in their orthochromatic
quality? All scientific terms will be
avoided. Theories will not be con-
sidered, the subject being treated just
as a professional would approach it
to learn what advantage orthocbro-
matic plates would be td him, and if
there is apy difference in the products
of different makers.

In the first place we can consider
the ternis orthochromatic and iso-
chromatic as interchangeable or syn-
onymous, as applied to sensitive pho-
tographic plates. The one mneans the
reproduction of colors correctly as to,
their brightness to the eye ; the other
implies the proper relative luminosity
of colors on reproduction; or, in
other words, the correct rendering, in
a negative, of the varying degrees of
brightness or lumninosity in a subject,
regard less of the colors it contains.

It is what wood-engravers have
aimed to do, that is, to render in black
and white, or monochrome, what
they tern the " tone values " of a
painting, portrait or landscape. For
this very reason the Century Com-
pany keep Timothy Cole, the dis-
tinguished American engraver, abroad,
to engrave on wood before the paint-
ings and frescoes of the masters, in
order that he may record on his block
the true orthochromatic reproduction
of these masterpieces.
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Photography can render correctly
the light, shade and contour of a
plaster cast, or reproduce a black and
white drawing, but when the subject
before the camnera contains color (as
aimost everything does), then is there
misrepresentation. We ail know how
the golden-haired, blue-eyed littie
child, ôr the auburn haired miss has
been Iibeled. How bright green foli-
age becomes black masses in a photo-
graph. How the blue of the sky is
bieached white, until the bright, fleecy
ciouds passing over it are indistin-
guishable; and it is needless to state
that this is due to the darker colors,
violet and blue, operating most power-
fully on the photograpbic fllm,whilethe
brighter colors, yellow, green, orange
and red,' are weakest in their action.
As ail objects contain these colors in
a greater or less degree, it is not too
strong a statement to, make, that a
correct representation is impossible
through photography with ordinary
plates.

I made a tour through ail the pho-
tographic stock houses in New York
recently, to purchase sarnples of al
the orthochromatic plates in the
American market. From the polite
young clerks in these places, 1 learned
that the particular brand of plates
they sold were "the best made.",
When they were out of orthochroma-
tics, I was told (but thisis confidence)

that ail the dry plates of the best
m-akers were noix made orthochroma-
tic. Here was a photographîc mii-
lennium. If ail dry plates were or-
thochromatic, there would be no need
.of advocating their use, no others
being obtainable, so I purchased'four
boxes of plates other than orthochro-
matic, in the hope that this might, in,
some measure at Ieast, be true.

Now, to test the plates standard
colors are necessary. The best I
could obtain are those which Prang
furnishes the schoois. With *Prang's
standard yeliow, orange, blue, green,
orange red, and violet éolored papiers,
a star i0 inches in diameter was de-
signed. From this, negatives were
made with each brand of plates. The
light was that of an ordinary studio
-the exposures were made in the
middle of the day, as' rapid]y after
each other as possible. An assistant
developed the plates, and several
trials of each plate were made to get
the best timeé and development. The
label on the end of each box of plates-
was photographed with the charts so,
that there would be no mistaking thèr
negatives afterwards. Unfortunately
the half-tone cuts herewith do flot
show the gradations in tone in the
original negatives. These gradations.
have been carefully recorded in the
accompanying table, so that the re-
sults can be compared :

Table Showing the Orthochromatic Properties of Varlous Brands of Plates when Used
Witheut Color Screens.

1 2 3 4 '5 6

The Proper Color Values ...... ...... Y .... O BG R V
Cramer's Slow Isochroînatic .......... Y .... O B G RV 2 points incorrect-
Crarner's Mediumn Isochromatic ....... B Y .... V GO R ici et,
Forbes' Orthochromfatic.............. B Y V O G R 10 te, e
Çarbutt's Orthochrornatic ............ B V Y O G R 12 le i
Wuestner's Ortbochrornatic .......... B V Y O G R 12 te l
Lumière's Series B................. B V .... YO GR .... 1 l t
Eastrnan's Extra Rapid.............. B V .... YO G R 13 il t
Cramcer's Banner ................... B .... V Y OG R 13 il e
Seed's Sens.*26 .................... B .... V .... YOG R 14 et e
Harnmer's Extra Fast................ B .... V .... YOG R 14 el e
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Cramer's Slow Isochromatic. Crarner's Medium Isochrornatic.

Carbutt's Orthochromatic. Forbes' OrLhochromatik.

Seed's 26. lHanimer'.% Extra Faste

Wucstner's Orthochromatic.

Eastmîan Plat*.

Lumer& SeieB.Cramer's "Ba.nner."
àEEE9!ý
Lumiere's Series B.
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The first line in the table shows
approxitnately the orthochromatic re-
lations of these six standard colors,
as they appear to the eye. The yel-
low, being the lightest, is designated
as r, and the violet, the darkest color,
as 6. The orange is two shades dark-
er than yellow, and is therefore num-
'bered 3. Blue and green may be
considered equally dark, and num-
bered 4, and red 5. So that an or-
thochromatic plate, to be correct,
should, without a screen, show these
standard colors in approximately
the following order of brightness :
Yellow, i; orange, 3; blue and green,
4 ; red, 5, and violet, 6.

Now, a glance at the table will
show what relations the colors bore
to. one another, when photographed
on the various plates, in every case
without a color screen. In the first
place, it should be stated that the
last four brands of plates are not
sold as orthochromatic, an d therefore
should not be compared, except with
each other. The Cramer "Banner"
possesses the advantage in photo-
graphing the violet one shade darker
than 1the Eastman, but this is offset
by the Eastman recording the orange
one shade brighter than the Cramer
<'Banner," so honors are equal. The
Seed and Hammer plates are identi-
cal, and photograph the yellow s0
dark that they can be called non-or-
thochromatic.

0f the six makes of orthochrornatic
plates interesting differences in quali-
ty will be forund. Cramer's Slow Iso-
chromatic plate leads the others s0
far in orthochromatic properties, that,
as was said in the first international
yacht race, " there is no second."
Still it must be noted that this plate
is stili two points incorrect. It pho-
tographs the green and red.in each
case one shade too dark ; this can be
said in its favor, however-as well as
in the favor of ail the other plates-
that Prang's standard green is too
dark in color for a green. If this

plate were a trifle more sensitive to
the red, it would be a perfect ortho-
chromatie plate for use without. a
color screen. The other orthochro-
matic plates ail photograph blue as
the lightest color. Cramer's Medium
Isochromatic and Forbes' Orthochro-
matic gîve yellow the second place.
Cramer in his plate agai.n puts violet
back one shade nearer its proper po-
sition, whlle the Forbes photographs
orange the lightest, which leaves both
plates stili ten points incorrect.
Wuestner's and Corbutt's possess like
properties ; violet, the darkest color,
photographs lighter than yellow, the
brightest, leaving these plates hardly
deserving the title of orthochromatic.
Lumière's Series B, advertised as
specially sensitive to red and yellow,
is the next plate. It is the only one
that photographs red at its proper
value. In every other respect it is no
better than the others.

From a study of the table, the
value of orthochromatic or isochro-
matic plates can be readily seen.
Speed. was not considered here, be-
cause in photographing a painting. a
costume rich in colors, or a landscape,
that question is flot as important as
the proper rendition of color values.

If any additional interest is drawn
to the value of orthochromatic pro-
perties in dry plates by this article, it
will not have been in vain.-Photo-
graphic Bulletin.

SUGGESTIONS FOR DEVELOP-
J'1ENT.

Bv C. F. STANLEY,
Stanley Dry Plate Co.

Stock Solution No. i-
Pure water ......... So fluid oz.
Sulphuric acid, c. p. i drachm.
Pyro, E. A. preferred. i oz. Troy.

NO. 2-
Pure water ......... 8o fluid oz.
Carbonate of soda . . 6 oz. Troy.
Sulph. of soda (crys-

tais)>.............6 oz. Troy.'
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These solutions will keep for a long
lime. For use mix equal parts of
No. i and No. 2. Temperature, 6e0
to 70'.

The negatives become more intense
after the first if the developer is used
the second time, so that to develop a
plate on which a short exposure has
been made, fresh developer should be
-used, and for long exposures old de-
veloper will give better intensity. An
excellent method of working where
the exposures are nearly uniform, is
to use the old and the new mixed, say
three parts old to one part new, or to
-mix old and new in different propor-
tions, as the exposures vary. In that
way the intensity of the negative is
under perfect contrQl.

ONE SOLUTION EiKONOGEN
DEVELOPER.

Suiphite soda (crystals)..
Carbonate " c
Distilled water.........
Eikonogen ............

8 oz.
3 Oz'

8o) Oz*
I Oz.

HYDROQUINONE DEVELOPER.

No. i-

Water............. S, fluid oz.
Hydroquinone ........ i oz. Troy.
Sulphite of soda ... 6 oz. Troy.

NO. 2-

Water ............ 6o fluid oz.
Caustic soda....... ýi %/oz. Troy.

For use mix equal parts of No. i
-and NO. 2. Temperature, 6o' to 7e0.

The stock solution *s will keep in-
definitely, and the two solutions, after
combining thern, will retain their
developing energy for a long time and
-can be used repeatedly. It thus be-
cornes a very economical developer.

Have the developer filtered clean
-and the developing tray dlean and the
negative-will be dlean.

After the plate is developed, wash

carefully under the tap and then îm-
merse in the followîng fixing bath:

Hypo ................. 2 lbs.
Pulverized alum ........ 2 OZ.
Water................4 qts.

This solution shoùld be mixed and
allowed to stand until the precipitate
formed by adding the alum has settled
to the bottom. Then decant or siphon
off the clear liquîd. If it is necessary
to use it immediately the solution
should be agitated while the plate is
fixing, otherwise the negative is apt
to be mottled.

Allow the negative to remain in the
fixing bath at least five minutes after
it becomes transparent. Then remove
and wash in running water for fifteen
or twenty minutes, or longer if conve-
nient, as the negative will turn yellow
if flot washed thoroughly. The fixing
bath can be used as long as it will fix
the negative quickly and thoroughly.

Transparent spots, or Ilpinholes,"
are caused by scum on the developer
when it is old, by air bubbles, or by
insoluble impurities in the developer,
or by dust particles adhering to the
plates, which should have been
brushed off with a soft brush.

REMEDY.-Dust the plates.carefully
before exposure, have the developer
carefully filtered, and the negative
will be dlean.

DARK=ROOfl MANIPULATIONS.
By W. E. A. DRINKWATER.

It needs a certain amount of tem-
erity to venture on the oft-trodden
ground of giving a formula for de-
veloprnent, etc. ; but, judging by the
Inquiry Column each week, there are
numbers who still thirst for formulS
and details of working. "Find a
good formula and stick to it," is sound
advice, but the resuit of such a pro-
cedure too often is that one is always
Ilflnding " and neyer " sticking." We
are neyer entirely satisfied. Recently
1 had the pleasure of taking over a
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dark-room and its contents from an-
other photographer, and the bewil-
dering array of botties on the shelves
was enough"tô iiiake .thé hair turn
grey. Bottiés 'full, haif fult, and
empty ; botties. Iabèlled and un-
labelled-mainly the latter; or, if
labelled, such insufficient markings
as " Pyro," " Quinol," or " Soda," and
nlot a word to denote strength of
solution or whose formula. If asked
for information the former owner
could only say: "Oh! I tried So-
and-so's formula. That's the pyro
§olution diluted. No! I tbink it's
the stock-or else it's 'What's-his-
name's accelerator. I'm nlot sure."
0f course a dlean sweep had to be
made of the lot, and the place of those
fifty or sixty botties is now occupied
by five mixtures only. 0f which,
more anon.

A STANDARD DEVELOPER.

The simplest way to work in a
dark-room is to have a shelf just over
the sink which shahl not be allowed
to contain anything but our measures
and the solutions which we use for
developing when our standard de-
veloper is in use. This standard
developer should be the one we know
best and can depend upon to produce
certain resuits ; and, until we have
proved a newer formula and 'are cer-
tain that we can do better work with
it, the best-known one must still
occupy the premier position imme-
diately over the sink, and- the bottles
s0 placed that we can lay hands on
them in the dark at the cail of emerg-
ency. Above this shelf we can con-
venientiy place another which may
contain srnall boutles made from such
formula as are on trial from time to
time. A third shelf, still higher, may
be the receptacle for solutions other
than developers, such as intensifiers
or reducers. Another shelf, or, better
still, a cupboard, for keeping our
stock of chemnicais should be on an-
other wall of the dark-room. Satur-

ated solutions of'hypo and alumn are
conveniently kept on the floor in big,,
wide-mouthed jars, with a footless
wineglass or small gallîpot for ea.c-h
one. By this means we can measure
out from either jar and dilute te the
strengthi required. Saturated solu-
tions are uncertain things, variable
with the time of year and the tem-
perature of the room, and in no other
case 'should they be depended upon ;
but with both hypo and alum there
is a very wide latitude allowable as.
to working-strength;-

Now for those five bottles pre-
viously mentioned. The standard
developer in use in my dark-room is
very closely allied to a certain
"Standard" advertised by the Im-
perial Company- As given by them.
it is a very energetic developer and
gives splendid results from snap-shots;.
but it seemed to lack adaptability toý
ail classes.of exposures, certain and
uncertaint. Hence the modifications
which 1, naturally, consîder to be im-
provements. . Qqe *alteration is the
use of pure soda carbonate in place
of washing soda, and the addition of
some soda sulphite to the accelerator.
The Imperial Company dlaim that
washing soda is préferable, presum-
ably on acco u nt oýf he color of the
image given by it. But, as will be
afterwards sbown, just as much color
can be obtaîned by the use of soda car-
bonate, if desired, with the added ad-
vantage that it cani be kept out of the
negative if thé class of image result-
ant on development should prove
more suitable to a grey color. Also,
it must not be forgotten that washing
soda bas a decided tendency to make
the image much coarser in grain than
soda carbonate would. The soda
sulphite in.the accelerator is inserted
with much the same idea-control of
color. Should a negative, when par-
tially developed, show itself to be
under-exposed, the addition of a solu-
tion of plain washing soda as an
accelerator wilt cause an exceedingly
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yellow image which will, in effect,
increase the harshness of the negative.
By using soda carbonate and soda
sulphite for this purpose a much
greyer image is formed, which does
flot print so brilliantly as would the
yellow one. And this is as it should
be, because the accelerator is not only
added to increase shadow detail, but
also to prevent the great contrasts
that so often- exist *in under-exposed
negatives.

Another modification of the
"Standard" formula consists in keep-

ing the pyro and metol in separate
solutions instead of ini one. The
original reason for this departure was
that pyro and metol mixed did flot
seem a suitable developer for bromides
or lantern plates. In use another
advantage cropped up-viz., the ad-
ditional power obtained of suiting the
developer to the exposure by increas-
ing or decreasing the amount of pyro
without altering the proportion of
metol-or vice versa. Two botties
are simpler and easier to handie than
three, but the littie extra trouble is
amply repaid by the additional ad-
vantages conferred. The fourth bottle
is, of course, ten per cent, potassium
bromide,, and the fifth is hydroquin-
one to use with the metol for lantern
slides or bromides when additional
contrast i5 required.

THE STOCK SOLUTIONS.

Shall we proceed to make up these
five solutions ? Large quantities are
here given, but they are easily divisi-
ble for experimental work, and, if
adopted as our standard developer,
the quantities are flot too large> as
the solutions seemn to keep indefinitely.
In each case dissolve in the order
given.

Pyro Solution.
Water ................ 8o oz.
Potassium metabisulphite 4~ OZ.
Potassium bromide ... 4/oz.
Pyro .................. i 1OZ.

Metol Solution.
Water ...............
Metol ................
Soda sulphite ..........

8o0oz.
I OZ.

31.Z
Warm water is almost a necessity

to dissolve the metol.

Soda Solution.
Water ................
Soda sulphite ..........
Soda carbonate .. .. .. ..

go oz.
6 oz.

14 Oz.

Bromide Solution.

Potassium bromide ....... foz.
Water ............ up to 9 3/4 OZ.

Hydroquinone Solution.

Water ................
Soda suiphite.. ........
Citric acid ............
Hydroquinione .........

8o oz.
5•2OZ.
40 grs.

I OZ.

It will be observed that with the
exception of the bromide and soda
solutions ail are of the samne strength,
and that a mixture of equal parts of
each of the first tbree will give us a
developer containing 2 grains of pyro,
-2 grains of metol, and 28 grains of
soda to each ounce. Tbis is based
on the supposition that the ounce of
480 grains has been used, but if the
commercial ounce Of 437ý/2 grains is
used there is no material difference
in the behavior of the developer.
It is a trifle weaker, but not enough
to upset the formula'.

We can safely dlaim that with this.
set of solutions, apparently cornpli-
cated but in reality very simple, it is
within the power of a thinking pho-
tographer to produce a good class of
image ftom any plate, film, or paper
that has had a developable exposure.
0f course, no developer yet known
will make a negative from a gross}y
under-exposed plate; but, at the samie
time, it will be round easier to develop
up printable negatives from such
short exposures as would be hopeless
with developers that at one time we
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thought -ail that could be desired.
And we have at hand also at least
equal control in the region of over-
exposure to what we previously had.

Let us see how it works. Equal
parts of pyro, metol, and soda form a
very good normnal. developer for time
exposures out of doors. It bas, how-
,ever, one peculiarity that must be
borne in mind, and that is its great
tendency to produce yellow nega-
tives. Repeated experiments have
proved that there is a large amount
ýof control, over this yellow color, and
that it bas a direct proportion to the
amount of washing that takes place
between development and fixation.
Prolonged washing causes a great
accession of color, and vice versa.
Therefore, with such a developer as
we are now considering the washing
should be cut short-ten seconds is
ample.

For instantaneous shots and por-
traiture a more suitable developer is
one part each of pyro and metol with
two parts of soda. This is an exceed-
ingly energetic developer and will be
found to be very closely akin to the
Imperial " Standard " in its action.
It does nlot, of itself, give such yellow
negatives as their formula, but if the
.subject is one that requires a brilliant
printing negative the color can be
.allowed to accumulate under the tap
whilst we are developinig another
plate. This will occupy two to two
and a-half minutes (it is a quick-
.acting developer) and by that time
-the first plate should be ready for
fixing. Another advantage from the
presence of the soda sulphite is very
-noticeable. The developer retains
its energy for a considerable time. 1
*have developed as many as thirteen
plates one after the otherin fourounces
-of solution, but'must, in justice, say
that the last three were slow in de-
velopment and wanting in quality
after fixation. Probably six to eight
is the reasonable limit. The normal
.developer composed of equal parts of

each deteriorates much more rapidly,
and two or three plates are as many
as can be mnanaged before the solution
gets too muddy.

In cases of extremne under-exposure
(that are known to be so beforehand)
it is advisable to lower the, quantity
of pyro to one haîf or even a quarter
of the normal, and make up the de-
ficiency with water, keeping the
quantity of metol and soda constant,
Or, as an alternative that will doubt-
less suggest itself where only one
such plate has to be treated, put a
small quantity of pyro in a separate
measure and omit it en.tirely from the
developer. Flash up the image with
this metol and soda solution, and when
ail detail bas appeàred, add the pyro
and allow the image to build up den-
sity. This again will be provocative
of a grey image, and copious washing
should be given to get as much color
as possible before we fix.

The case of over-exposure wiIl caîl
into use the fourth bottle containing
bromide. We can ring the changes
according to the amount of over-
exposure known or suspected. Pyro,
metol, and soda, one part each, with
the addition of 2o or 30 minims Of
bromide solution, is one step in the
direction of a restraining developer.
Increase the pyro to two parts with
the others at normal is another step.
Then we can reduce the metol, and
finally omit altogether, and so work
up to a plain pyro-soda developer.
Each increase of pyro or decrease of
metol will tend more and more to-
wards yellow negatives, so wvashing
must be cut short. Some washing is
always necessary or our hypo will
become a bath of pyro and hypo, and
increase înstead of decrease of color
will resuit. If on account of extremne
over-exposure the development has
been very prolonged, probably we
should not do any harm by soaking
the plate in a saturated solution of
soda sulphite before fixation.-Photo-
graphic News.
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LANTERN SLIDES.

The following method is given by
J. Bartlett in an exchange :

Presuming that you will strengthen
after fixing, 1 proceed. First, wash
out very completely ail hypo from the
film, then place the slides in a bath
composed of

Perchioride of iron ...... 4 grs.
Chrome alum .. ....... 2"
Citric acid............. 4"
Water................. i oz.

sis solution not only clears up the
siewonderfully by taking off every

trace of fog from development, but
also removes the last grip of hypo. It
also gives a good color.

The dish containing the solution
should be rocked to prevent the for-
mation of a network on the film,
which will show itself if you neglect
this precaution.

Do flot let it be in the iron solution
for more than a couple of minutes,
until a slight bleaching is perceptible.

After removal wash well under the
tap, and then flow it over with the
following solution. Do flot lay it in
the dish, but flow the solution over, it,
pouring the solution back into the
graduate to flow again, as in wet plate
practice; otherwise one would be apt
to stain the plate and also get a dense
deposit of silver on the back.

A.
Gallic acid (best quality). 8o grs.
A lcohol (95*) ......... .. i oz.

B.
Nitrate of silver....... 40 grs.Water (distilled) ........ i oz.

Take one drachmn each of A and B,
and three ounces distilled water.

When the plate has built up to your
satisfaction, wash it thoroughly and
dry it.

Lantern slides so made are quite
brilliant, and so look very much like
wet plates.

The fine quality is obtained by the

graduai and slow action, giving such
a fine deposit of silver as cannot be-
equalled by mercury.
*Care should be taken in the manip-

ulation not ta touch 'the film with the.
fingers. I say this because develop-
ers of gelatine plates are apt to rub
their fingers over the surface to brush
off any impurities. I would even re-
commend this method to commercial-
slide makers, but they, doubtless,
would tell me "Collodion is cheaper."
. I also employed Mr. Cassebaum's

mixture of hydroquinone as a slide-
intensifier.

STOCK SOLUTION.
Hydroquinone ......... 6o grs.
Nitric acid ............. 2 drops.
Water ................ 6 oz.

One-haîf ounce of this stock solution
ta two ounces of water, and one
drachm silver solution (forty grains ta.
one ounce water).

The slide should be first bathed for
a few minutes in acid and water-
(twenty grains citric acid to four
ounces water).

The tones are a rich black and the
high lights clear, but I prefer the tone
of the gallo-silver.

Window transparencies made with
it are particularly fine.

Perhaps this last method will re-
commend itself to beginners, as it
does not require so much care as the
former; but this acknowledgment
does not imply that you are not ta.
exercise ail due care and cleanliness.
This reminds me to give a word or
two of advice in the development of
gelatine lantern slides before intensi-
fication.

Did you ever look at a Levy Ian-
tern slide and delight yourself with
its beauty? There is albumen in the
plate, and thanks ta Mr. Carbutt for
bis excellent. gelatine albumen slow
plates-use them by alI means-the
Levy slide is made by the so-called
Taupenot process, and the develop-
ment is very slow with aikaline pyro,.
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ail details showing first, after an acid
pyro developer is applied which builds
up or intensifies the image somewhat
like the gallo-silver intensifier. The
grain in both is very fine. Use slow
plates, give full time, and develop
with solution much weaker than you
would employ iii negative develop-
ment, and gradually build up with
the gallo-silver intensifier.

.On looking over a large collection
of lantern slides, I became interested
in examining their keeping qualities.
A great many of the gelatine slides
.showed deterioration. Some had in.
,deed fallen in the Ilsere and yellow
leaf" due; no doubt, to defective fix-
-ing or insufflcient-washing, and might
have happened -to collodion slides if
hypo were as -hard -to eliminate from
it as from gelatine. Some, both gela-
-tine and collodion, were jaundiced by
mercury. 1 remember some of the
-collodion slides toned with mercury,
whîch at the time of their genesis de-
lighted me with the beauty of their
-tone. Now how abject, how fallen!

The collodion slides toned with
bichloride of palladium were still bril-
*liant. This is perhaps the most de-
lightful toner of wet slides. [f yo
use it, employ it in a very dilute solu-
tion and let the toning proceed very
sjowly.

Among the most durable were wet
slides toned with a weak hot solution
of suiphide of potassium. The tones
are a bluish-black, too cold for most
tastes, mine included.

The slides made according to the
method here given, despite the pre-
dictions of practicai photographers,
showed not the slightest change; they
are about eight years old. Strange
to say, some experimental gelatine
slides retained their pristine qualities
.although they had been toned with
bichloride of mercury before fixing.
I attribute this to the bath of chloride

*of ammonia to which they were sub-
jected after the mercury and, a good
,washing after fixing, the ammonium

taking up fromn the film the unappro-
priated mercury. This might suggest
the bathing in chloride of ammonium
of mercury-intensified negative before
fixing, i f you must use mercury..

Slides in the collection, flot toned
at ahl, were amongst the most brul-
liant, perhaps on account of the greater
thickness of the film. They were
varnished .; . perhaps that contributed
something to,.their permanency.

AN ENERGETIC DEVELOPER.
L. Mach, who assisted E. Mach

in photographing projectiles, sound
waves, etc., gives the following method
of developing very much unexposed
plates by which good negatives with
intense black and clear shadows may
be obtained. During development the
plate should be protected absolutely
fromn any light, and sh9uld be exam-
ined quickly by means of a dark-red
]ight.

SOLUTION A.
Water .............. 200 parts.
Sulphite soda crystals. 4o
Pyro.................4 "

SOLUTION B.
Water...............25 parts.
Carbonate soda crystals 25 I
Hot water is evidently meant, as

the carbonate w ould not be so soluble
in so small a quantity of cold water.

Mix 20 parts of A with 2o parts B,
with 150 parts of water, with 15 to 2o
drops bromide of. potassium solution
i : io. The temperature of the devel-
oper shou'id be about 55 Fahr.; after
ten minutes examine the plate. If it
shows traces -of- an image, replace the
developer with another containing
less bromide, and i ý2/ to 3' higher in
temperature, continue this 'treatment
for 1 ý/ to 3 hours, until the image
shows from the back of the plate,
raise the temperature of the developer
until at the end of an hour it is 650
Fahr., and diminish the bromide until
it is flot more than seven drops to
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200 C.C. of developer. If the image is
quite s *trong enough at the end of ten
minutes, renew the developer about
every five minutes. After fixing in the
acid bath, the plates were washed for
thirty-six hours. It is said that the
exposure in some cases did flot ex-
ceed 1~~-- second.

BLUE TINT FOR TRANS-
PARENCIES.

.M. Suter, of Basie, Switzerland,
showed before the Society Francaise
de Photographie transparencies which
surpass ail others in their blue color,
and which are obtained in the follow-
ing manner.

The plate, developed in .the ordin-
ary way, is weIl washed, and immersed.
in the following solution:

I.
Solution of *nitrate of uranium, 10

to ioo = io c.cmn.; distilled water,
100 c.cm.

Solution of ferricyanide of potash,
i0 to i00 = o c.cm.; distilled water,
100 c.cm.; glacial acetic acid, io drops.

(These are prepared separately, and
then mixed.) In this toning bath the
transparencies obtained a brown, se-
pia, and, finally, red color. After
taking the plate from this bath and
washing it for two or three minutes,
it is put into a solution of sulphate of
iron, 25 to i00, in which it obtains a
blue or green tint. The color depends
on the degree of ton ing ; the redder
the transparency the bluer will be the
image.

CARBON PRINTING.
B'r "RAF,."

The above process, besides being
one of the most permanent, has the
advantage of being able to adapt
itself to the subject by using the moýst
suitable color, the tissue being made

in a variety of colors, such as sepia,
red chalkc, brown, black, blue, etc.,
and is supplied in packets, sensitized
or flot. ,The negative most suited- is
one of medium density without great
contrasts. If it is important to pre-
serve the natural position, the nega-
tive must be i-eversed, or the print
made by " double transfer,» which will
be explained later. The negative re-
quires to have a " safe edge," by run-
ning a strip of lantern-slide binding,
about Y4 inch wide, around the outer
edge on glass side, or Bates' black
varnish may be used. Single transfer
is the most simple, and can be used
for lantern slides, window transparen-
cies, and for prints which do flot suifer
by being reversed. The tissue can be
bought ready sensitized, or the un-
sensîtized tissue can be sensitized in
a bath of

Potassium bichromate. i ounce.
àAmmonia .88o ....... 5 minims.

Water.......20 ounces.

Immerse for three minutes, drain and
lay face downwards upon a sheet of
glass, and squeegee lightly with a soft
rubber squeegee ail the superfluous
solution ; it is then allowed to dry in
a cool room, face uppermost, upon a
sheet of blotting-paper, being care-
fully protected froru iight. The tissue
is exposed under a negative in the
ordinary way, but as no image can be
seen, except, perhaps, in the Iighter
pigments, an actinometer must be
used, or, what is -simpler, another
negative of about the same density,
having under it a piece-of silver paper,
and is exposed simultaneously. When
the silver print is fully printed the
carbon print will be ready for devel-
opment. The tissue is imrnersed in
water at 60' F. until it uncurîs, im-
mnersing at the same time a slightly
larger piece of " final support," sup-
plied by the makers, the gelatine side
of which is brought in contact with
the gelatine surface of the carbon
tissue; the two are carefully squeegeed
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together, taking care no air bubbles
are between ; they are then placed
between blotting paper under pressure
for ten to twenty minutes. The
actual development is conducted by
means of water at go' to i 2 o' F.
The final support carrying the ex-
posed tissue is immersed until the
pigment begins to ooze from the
edges; the paper of the tissue is then
carefully stripped off, leaving the
gelatine and pigment on the final
support. Water is carefully dashed
over this, and the picture will emerge
from the mass of gelatine and pig-
ment. Should the print be over-
exposed, the temperature of the water
should be increased, and vice versa if
under-exposed. If very over-exposed
the print may be saved by adding
ammonia to the developing water.
When fully developed-viz., until no
more pigment can be washed off-the
print is placed in

Common alum ....... i ounce
Water............. 3o ounces

and left for about ten minutes, or
until ail the yellow stain of bi-chro-
mate has disappeared; it can then be
dried and mounted in the usual way.

In double transfer the tissue is first
developed on "flexible support" ob-
tainable from the same place. This
support is of insoluble gelatine, it
is only temporary and can- be used
again and again. It is first waxed by
rubbing over with a flannel rag-

Yellow resin ...... 6 drachms
Bees' wax ......... 2
Turpentine ......... 2o ounces

and polishing off with another rag.
This is immersed and squeegeed as
with the single transfer, the develop-
ment being the same. When dry, the
support is soaked in water together
with a slightly larger portion of
" double transfer" paper, and when
both are limp are placed face to face
and well squeegeed. The two are
then -allowed to dry spontaneously,
when the transfer paper will split off,

carrying the picture. Care should be,
taken flot to force the process. The
picture can be transferred to opal by
either process; if rough, squeegeeing
on and allowing to remain under
pressure and then developing as with
the paper, by double transfer., The
opal should be coated with a solution
of Nelson's gelatine made sherry-
colored with io per cent, solution of
potassium bichromate and exposed
to light, the " temporary support" is
squeegeed on to this and allowed to.
dry as with the " double trans fer"
paper ; it should be soaked in alum.
to remove the bichromate. Lantern
slides can be made by developing:
* upon the glass direct, as reversal
makes no difference; also window
transparencies by the same process ;
being backed up with ground glass
and bound with lantern-slide binding.
To save a small amount of time, the
carbon tissue can be printed to about
one-third the proper depth and then,
allowed to stay in a damp, dark place
for some hours, when the action will
have continued to about the proper
depth ; this shows that development
should take place soon after exposure,
is completed. Prints for transparen-
cies should be taken double as far as
for ordinary prints or special "'trans-
parency tissue " should be used.-
The Photographic News.

BY-PATI-S 0F EXPERIMENTAL
PIIOTOGRAPHY.*

It has seemed to me that the cir-
cumstances and the occasion of this
address warrant its being cast in a
comprehensive, rather than in a par-
ticularized, form. My predecessor,
Mr. E. J. Wall, supplies *me with a
precedent for «this course; for, if I
remember aright, he devoted his
inaugural address to an examination
of the advantages of specialistic

*President Thomas Bedding's address ta the Hackney
Photographic Society.
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pbotography, enumerating the variaus
branches of work that may be taken
up, and recammending the individual
photagrapher to select one of those
branches and acquire a mastery of it,
-in preference todabblingin several. So-
*ciety activity is about ta recommence,
and indoor work will again receive
more attention than it has received
during the past three or four manths,
.sa that the oppartunity is, possibly, a
favorable ane for an address of this
nature, which, if it possesses, in sanie
persans' estimation, the disadvantage
aof being technical and flot artistic,
may, 1 hope, balance that defect b>'
-the quality af being intelligible.

The Encouragement of Photographic Research.

In a paper that was recenti>' read
before ane of the societies, it was
sought ta ascertain in what manner,
and b>' what means, phatagrapbic
ýsocieties could benefit photographic
art. Opinion has also been expressed
ýthat phatographers in conclave do not
give much attention to art subjects ;
and sanie photographic extremists
even appear ta think that discussions
-on teclinical matters are entirel>'
superfiuous. 1 can well'sympathize
with the section af photographers that
laments the neglect ta which art is
.subjected b>' photagraphic societies;
for, paradaxical as it may saund, I
entertain the converse feeling that
photographic sacieties do nat b>' any
means attempt or achieve enaugh for
teclinical photography. It is quite
truc that facilities for the reading of
papers, and the holding af discussions
thereon, are abundant ; but the ulti-
mate benefit to photographic progress
would probab>' be greater were orig-
inal experimental work and researchi
singled ont for encouragement b>' the
hundreds af pbotographic societies in
the United Kingdom.

That the need for sanie such ex-
traneous encouragement lias been
-observed and felt is evident froni the
action af the Photographic Convention

af the United Kingdom, which bas set
aside -a portion af its capital and in-
carne for the institution of a fund ta
be applied in aid of research. - t is
permissible ta hope that occasion nia>
shortly arise for the expenditure of
sanie of this mane>'. In the mean-
while, it is of interest ta note 'chat
independent photographic investiga-
tion reposes in the hands af but very
few men. To mention Dr. Hurter
and Mr. Driffield, Captain Abney,
Mr. Bathamle>', Mr. Haddon and Mr.
F. B. Grundy, is ta name probably all
those who have recenti>' undertaken
independent and original experi-
mental work of the first-class. The
number appears extremel>' sniall, but
it must be remembered that such in-
vestigations as these men take in
hand demand an amount af tume and
an extent ai knowledge and applica-
tion such as few persans passess, or,
if the>' passessed it, would care ta
expend gratuitously. It is no secret
that Messrs. Ilurter & Driffield's work
in the determination of the speed of
plates extended aver a periad ai sev-
eral years ; that Mr. Bothaile>' has
been following up the action ai color-
correct sensitizers for a ver>' long
period ; and that the beautifut experi-
ments in ascertaining the extent ta
which silver prints reall>' need be
washed aiter fixation, which look 50
simple on paper, cost Mr. Haddon
nionths af tume and work.

Wanted-A Substitute for Ilypo.

With the suggestion that photo-
graphic societies miglit well co-operate
in a concerted effort ta provide the
means for the greater encouragement
ai photographic research, I ia>' next
be allowed ta point out that there still
remains a wide field open for investi-
gation work of a minor nature, which
either individual phatagraphers or
societies might undertake at coin-
paratîvely littie cost of ti me or mone>'.
Take, for example, the question that
bas from tume ta time éropped up as
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to the replacement of hyposuiphite of
soda by a less troublesome but equally
efficient fixative for negatives and
prints. You are, doubtless, aware
that the silver saîts are more or less
soluble in the aikaline chiorides and
bromides, in the sulphocyariides, in
sodium suiphite, and in ammonia.
In the very early days the first-named
were used for prints, but did not an-
swer satisfactorily, as they were said
to be not perfect solvents. Potassium
bromide was used with more success,
although its action was slow, and the
addition of strong ammonia to the
hypo bath has been, and is, occa-
sîonally recommended to facilitate
fixation. Sodium suiphite has been
found to, be a toc, weak solvent.
The drawback to, the employment
of potassium cyanide for negatives
and prints is that, being a fairly
powerful solvent of metallic silver,
it must be used weak and carefully,
otherwise your haif-tones are likely
to, suifer; but the sulpho-cyanides
have been used as fixing agents,
though they are somewhat inferior in
power to hypo for the purpose. The
greater solubility of silver chioride in
these and other reagents suggests
that, for paper prints, it might be
possible more readily to, dispiace hypo
fer fixing prints than for negatives.
Probably the sulphocyanides, accord-
ing to the stated solubility of the
silver haloids in them, give most hope
of success for the double purpose ;
but the entire subject is one that
awaits exhaustive experiments, and is
well worth taking up when we con-
sider that, notwithstanding its excel-
lence as a solvent, hypo has many
well-known drawbacks, of which few
of us are without experience. I sug-
gest the subject as being well within
the reach of individual experiment, as
the work required is obviously not of
a very complex character.
Orthochrontatics.

The very interesting subject of
orthochromatic photography dem ands

in its higher branches-such as the
effect and action of various dyes on
gelatino-bromide of silver, and the
determination of the spectrum sensi-
tiveness of the preparation - an
amount of care and close attentione
that the ordinary member of aphoto-
graphic society is, as a rule, unable to-
bestow upon it ; but there is one divi-
sion of the matter that has recently
come into prominence in which many
are well qualified by time and endow-
ment to take part. 1 allude to the
alleged orthochromatic properties of'
sensitive plates not specially corrected
for color. You are aware that it is
held by many that by the use of suit-
ably selected colored screens an
ordînary plate may be made to yield
an orthochromatic effect, but that the-
practicability of such a result is denied
by others. Such a point as this-
which appears to confiict with the
theory generally held with regard tc:
orthochromatic photography, viz., that
the use of a colored screen on a non-
color corrected plate merely in-
creases the exposure without impart-
ing to the plate sensitiveness to the
less refrangible spectrum rays, is one
well within the power of a fairly
skilled worker to refute or confirm.
On the other hand, the theory I have
referred to frequently receives, in the
experience of ail of us, a very rude
shock, for, no matter what color of*
glass or fabric we use in our dark-
room lamps, are we not always careful
to keep the light as much as possible
from our plates, and do we not often
find that some amount of exposure to
that light produces fog ? I mnyseif
have found this to be the case even
with glass that has been guaranteed
to, cut out the actinic rays, and the
experience is one that seemns to con-
tradict the theory of the non-sensi-
tiveness of ordinary plates to yellow
and red. But the conditions govern-
ing the reproduction of objects in
color-correct values not only deserve
more study than they receive, but if.
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is quite certain that color-sensitive
plates are flot used so much as they
.ought to be. This is more especially
apparent with the growth in use of
haîf-tene blocks. These always strike
mne as having a tendency to degrade
the color values of the originals, whîch
might frequently be obviated by the
-employment of color-sensitive plates
in the taking of the negatives.
Developers, etc.

There is, again, the apparently
:simple but really complex question
*of development. This, it is true, re-
ceives a vast deal of attention at
photographic society meetings, which,
however, is seldom of a nature to
make any reliable addition to our
'knowledge. For what are known as
the newer developing agents, ail sorts
,of advantages and properties have
been claimed that have been admitted
by some, and denied by others, on far
from complete evîdence. It is really
a difficuit matter to convince most
*old workers that for negative work
pyro ammonia and pyro soda, and for
bromide paper ferrous oxalate, are
excelled by more modern compounds,
and thatà this is flot surprising when
we consider that no atternpt has been
inade to demonstrate by scientific
rneans wherein the practical advan-
tages of the newer reagents are sup-
posed to lie. This is a branch of
investigation eminently adapted to be
taken in hand by photographic socie-
ties, for it would be a simple matter
to lay down uniform conditions of
xvorking, within the limits of which
any photographer of ordinary intel-
ligence could keep himself. It is
questionable, however, whether the
inatter is now* really worth taking up
ýuntilaproblem of muchgreaterimport-
ance has been solved. I allude to the
nature and constitution of the latent
or undeveloped image, a subject that
appears to have been lost sight of
during recent years. It may be fairly
conjectured that, when this fascinating
but elusive secret of science has been

unlocked, development will enter upon
a new phase, and that therefore we
are at present dealing with an un-
known product, which leaves us very
much in the dark as to what develop-
ment really is-I mean, of course, the
precise action that takes place in the
reduction of the exposed surface.

In determining the merits and pro-
perties of a given printing process, or
for making comparisons between vani-
ous papers, se far as their power of
rendering the scale of gradation con-
tained in our negatives is involved,
or, indeed, for arriving at the actual
scale the paper is capable of depicting,
the members of a society, ail working
under determîned equalized condi-
tions, might accomplish some really
valuable work. It is mnatter for sur-
prise that comparative experirnents
of this kind should be virtually ne-
glected, and mere individual expres-
sions of opinion or solitary experi-
ences relied upon in preference. This
suggestion is obviously typicai of
others in which advantage might be
taken of the circumstance that a
number of workers, as represented by
a photographic society, could avail
themselves of the opportunity of
studying a subject concurrently, and
of subsequently companing results.
Societtes as Agencles for Research.

These illustrations, indicative of the
existence of easily traversed by-paths
in experiniental photography, are
merely typical, and might be almost
indeflnitely increased ; but those I
have chosen serve, 1 hope, to prove
my point: that there is a wide field
open for research work of a minor
kind. Nevertheless, I arn appealing
less to individual photographers than
to members of societies collectively
to divert a portion of their efforts -ii
this direction. The difficulty of filling
a season's programme is one experi-
enced and complained of by nearly
ail honorary secretaries ; but that
difflculty, I venture to suggest, arises
froni the habit they have of too often
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looking away from home for men and
material. Most societies nowadays
include within their membership one
or two men of more or Iess chemical
and physical knowledge, and few are
without sev.eral of proved photo-
graphic ability. Would it flot be
possible, then, for these societies,
utilizing the knowledge possessed by
such members, occasionally to depart
from the beaten track of set demon-
strations,papers,discussions,or lantern
evenings, and systematically to under-
take and report on the investigation
of some of the innumerable littie
chemnical and other problems which
modern pbotography stili offers for
solution ? A great deai of useful
knowledge, even of a negative char-
acter, might be gained in this way.
In their collective capacities, societies
hold exhibitions and excursions, and
they undertake surveys, the publica-
tion of jouru ais, and so forth ; so why
not a littie serious work in the shape
of research ? 0f course, one always
thinks the most of one's own ideas,
and I fancy I discemn in the one I arn
tendering you the germ of what pos-
sibly might prove to be a valuable
movement; for assuredly a combina-
tion of some three hundred societies,
ail willing to aid in research work,
could be made a powerful factor in
photographic progress.

It is, perhaps, of use to remark that
one of the drawbacks to individual
experiment of research is to be found
in the circumnstance that confirmation
or verification of one's resuits is not
always to be had. This difficulty is
one that vanishes in the case of a
society possessing several members
competent to undertake such work,
and is another argument in favor of
my suggestion..
Suggested Exhibition of Pure Photography.

Ail that 1 have hitherto said is a
plea on behaif of constituting photog-
raphy a craft or science of precision.
Photography, as an Ilart," is already
well looked after. We have it on

unimpeachable authorîty that it de-
mands little or no .photographic
knowledge, and therefore it does not
exact precision of aim or application..
It demands imagination, and in re-
cent years, at any rate, it has had it
to such an extent that humble mortals.
like myseif have occasionally been
driven to conclude that the authors.
of many so-called art photographs
have relied too much upon their imag-
inations, or have exercised them when
they are in a condition of disease or-
decay. It is time, 1 venture to sub-
mit, that the technical photograph
had its share of popular attention and.
applause. We have exhibitions, occa-
sionally of a peripatetic character,.
devoted to pictorial photography, in
which photography, "qua" photog-
raphy, plays a part of relatively small.
importance ; do you flot think, there-
fore, that an exhibition exclusively
devoted to technical photographs.
would corne as a welcome change ?-
The Royal Photographic Society:
might consider the idea ; for it is.
said that during the last four years.
its annual exhibitions have been so,
excessively well patron ized by Ilpic-
torial" photographers-the competi-
tion to be hung in Pai MaIl has, in
fact, been so keen-that for lack of'
accommodation a number of disap-
pointed would-be exhibitors have-
been compelled to take refuge else-
where, and in neither place has pure
or technical photography received
that share of attention which is clearly
its due.

C0111'1ENDABLE DODGES.
By W. S. REVNAD.

In these days, when nearly every
camerist of note has painstakingly
written on pictorial photography, it
would seem superfluous to, add any-
thing on this important subject in the
way of elucidation. There are many
littie dodges or tricks practised, how-
ever, whîch are, perhaps, purposely
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held back, or, ta be charitable, omit-
ted. Few of aur front rank people
tell how they achieve resuits that
reaiiy make the pictures which cause
sa much admiration. Many of these
clever effects in views are flot the re-
suit of spontaneous thought, but
rather of deliberate study and weil-
pianned effort, even thougb the en-
semble appears accidentai. A view
man, nat long age, told the writer
that it took twa of them three hours
ta push a bouider inta position so as
ta enhance the foreground effect in a
waterscape, and it certainly repaid
the laborers; thaugh 1 doubt if there
are many others, even if enthusiasts,
who wouid go ta this trouble ta oh-
tain a god foreground for any pic-
ture. Anather warker in 'the genre
class, it is related, walked an aid cal-
ored man at a brisk pace for thirty
minutes in order ta obtairi a "'per-
spiration " effect. Other funny staries
are tald of the composition of photo-
graphs that have become famous.
These are dodges; artifice, if you
choase ta cali it sa. One of the best
studies the viewest has ta mnaster is
where ta place the animate among
the inanimate, whether it be biped or
quadruped; and no labor should be
considered too arduous ta the realiza-
tion of sornething beyand the ordin-
ary in pictarial effect. A picturesque
brook, or pool, with shade trees, hav-
ing cows or horses grouped in the
water cooiing themselves in the hot-
test part of the day, certainly gives a
motive ta what, withaut them, would
otherwise be a meaningless view.
Cattle are refractory, and ignare head
rests ; thus entailing not oniy pati-
ence but ingenuity on the part of the
camerist. When ail is ready a lusty
voice or a shrill sound will cail their
attention your way, and often gives
you your apportunity, as far as cows
are concerned, while horses respond
readiiy ta the crack af the wbip.
Sheep aré a shifting lot ta deai with,
and iikely ta tire your patience and

try your pedestrian qualities, even
though you have the best hand-cam-
era in the market, If yau are ever
caught in the dilemma of grauping
sheep for pictariai effect, try scatter-
ing a few ears af corn on the ground
and driving them up ta it-you will
then get ail the expasures you desire
unless you are inordinateiy clumsy.
The writer struggled inta the haurs
one summer day at a cauntry cross-
road ta obtain a picture af horses and
colts, but without effect ; a country-
man divined the situation and, after
having bis palm greased with a
quarter of a dollar, he sought the
nearest farm hanse, and came back
with a smile of superior knowiedge
upan his face. Calling the harses up
ta the corner of the fence he rubbed
some sait upon the rails; this seemned
ta tickle the palates of the coterie,
and 1 was enabled ta get a fairly
good picture. The sait did it. Cows
are best taken in the evening, horses
in the early morning, and sheep at
midday.

I quite agree with Robinson as ta
the figure in Iandscape. If it is there
ta give life and spirit ta the scene, it
is good ; if not, then 'twere better
out of it. The amateur has much
the better of it when it cames ta
viewving. He has no gallery ta close
up, or leave ta the other hands, con-
sequentiy he can spare time for artis-
tic effect. Comparatively few pha-
tographers, studio men, makie good
vîews; and fewer yet make good
pictures of interiers. Lt requires as
mnuch skill ta photograph views as ta,
photograph children, and a gaod
view is always a pleasure ta the.
taker. A part from the pleasures at-
tending viewing are the strongiy un-
surmountable difficulties ta be aver-
corne, *and which afford untoid de-
light when the aim sought for is
achieved. Reason should have full
sway ; the best camera and lens
ever made cannot, of itself, enter into.
the composition af a picture ; the
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trained eye, the educated brain, pro-
duces the natural resuits. Vision
requires cultivation. " We must see
clearly and perceive truly to depict
forcibly and justly," aye, and act
quickly. The Iandscapist has no
time for dreaming when'he is on the
scene-he must act as quickly as
cornes thought, if he would avoid
mechanical productions. Not many
would carry a plank for two miles to
build up a foreground for a water
piece that looked fiat without sorne
such obstacle being placed, yet I
know of an enthusiast wJho did it,
and the result amply repaid the
trouble. And why not resort to such
little trickery? True nature rarely
needs a setting, no matter how simple;
yet there are times when a rock,
boulder, plank, weed, tree limb, con-
siderably enhance the effect and
heighten the beauty of many a pretty
spot. Think, think, when you are
taking views and you will produce
less uninspiring, uninteresting pic-
tures. If you seek running streams,
take enough string along to anchor a
branch or pile of brush, just where
the water space is monotonous. If
you want cattie, sheep, horses, or
fowl, take something that will attract
them to you. :You may flot need
these " dodges," but should the op-
portunity occur they will be at hand
and your profanity spared.

I have studiously avoided adver-
tising any special lens, shutter or
camera, for I believe that any good
lens will accornplish creditable work
in good hiands. Cameras are much
of a muchness; lightness and light
tightness are chiefly desirable. Any
shutter at flot less than one-hun-
dredth of a second will be found fast
enough, except for very rapidly ïnov-
ing objects. 'Shade for the lens is
most desirable for viewing, and I arn
surprised that so few people use them;
especially when a good, serviceable
,qe to shield the lens frorn strong

light can be.made out of an old card-

board boxlid.-St. Louis and Cana-
dian Photographer.

EFFECTS 0F BICHIROMATES

ON THE SKIN.

Questions are frequently asked at
demonstrations of the carbon process,
and in the photographic press, as to the
ill effects the bichromate sait is likely
to have on its users. As carbon print-
ing is rapidly extending amongst
amateurs, as well as professionals,
this seems a proper subject to be
dealt with in Autotype Notes. I
arn one who has suffered somewhat
severely from the bichromate, as well
as seen its effects, and non-effects, on
others. It may here be mentioned
that its injurious effects are compara-
tively rare, for I have many friends
who have worked the carbon process
for many hours daily for twenty years
and more, and have experienced no
inconvenience whatever, while others,
after a few months, have suffered
severely. In no instance, however,
have I known any trouble to arise
where the process is worked only on
an amateur scale.

The pernicious effects of the bi-
chromate may be experienced in two
ways, each distinct from the other ;
that is the opinion of Dr. W. B. Rich-
ardson, who has gone somewhat
deeply into the matter, and my un-
pleasant experience quite confirms it,
The first form is from the use of cold.
strong solutions, such as those used
for sensitizing carbon tissue paper for
photo-lithography, etc., the other from
warm, dilute solutions, such as resuit
from the continuous development of
carbon prints in the same water. The
former is only lîkely to cause trouble
when there is an abrasion of the skin.
The the sait causes a smarting, may
set up inflammation, cause festering,
and ultimately, perhaps, ulceration.
This latter often results in a deep
and painful wound, exceedingly diffi-
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cuit to, heal. The second trouble
takes the form of a skin disease,
and has been termed the " bichromate
.disease."

The first symptomn of that is an
irritation of the skin at the back of,
and between, the firigers, slight at
first, but, if neglected, increasing later
with the appearance of minute watery
pustules. The skin then becomes
-dry, and afterwards exfoliates in bran-
like scales. In the more acute stages
*of the disease mattery pustules form,
the. skîn dries up like hard leather,
and cracks into painful sores, particu-
larly on the joints when bent. The
.skin then peels off in thick scales not
-unlike the sheil of a shrimp. At this
.stage the itching is almost unbear-
able. It is, however, consoling that
the bichromate disease is quite a local
-one, as it does not extend beyond
those parts that corne into direct conr
tact with the solutions-the hands,
wrists, and forearms, and there only
where the skin is thinnest. 1 have
neyer known the palms of the bands
to be affected. In some phases of the
-disease it closely resembles a form of
.psoriasis, and has, before now, been
mistaken for it.

REMEDIAL MEASURES.-In the
~first form of trouble, bathing the
part in warm water, to wh ich is added
a little ammonia, followed by bread
and water poultices; if taken in time,
this treatmentwill usually effecta cure.
If, however, it does not, and there is an
appearance of ulceratiori, a doctor
.should be consulted without delay.
With regard to the cure of the cutan-
eous disease none is known to the
rnedical profession. There is, however,
a simple and efficacious one, namely,
to avoid further contact with the
bichromate, and nature herself will
quickly work- a cure. This may be
done by working, in future, in india-
rubber gloves.

PALLI-ATIVES.-If, at the first stage
of the disease, the affected parts have

a littie of the streng nitrate of mer-
cury thinly applied, though well
rubbed into the skin, and future
contact with the bichromate be
avoided, us rule, no further incon-
venience will be experienced. In the
more advanced stages of the disease
the following lotion will be found te
greatly allay irritation :-Alcohol,five
ounces; carbolic acid (crystallized), 4o
grains; glycerine, haîf ounce. If the
skin is much cracked, this lotion may
cause considerable smarting, in which
case it may be diluted with water, or
a dilute solution of subacetate of lead
may be used instead. When the
hands are washed, a carbolic oil. soap
is preferable to, ail others, as it allays
the irritation, and at the same time
softens the hard skin.

PRECAUTIONARY MEASLRES.-
After sensitizing tissue, always wash
the hands, before exposing them to a
strong light, in water to which a little
liquor ammonia has been added, and
afterwards in warm water. The
ammonia will take the stain out of
the skin and nails. If there happens
to be an abrasion of the skin, a smart-
ing will be felt; then, after the wash-
ing, the place should be weIl sucked
for a few minutes, and, if further pain
is felt, the part must be poulticed at
bedtim1e. After finishing develop-
ment wash the hands and arms if they
have been in contact with the de-
veloping water, in warm water, using
a carbolic oil soap and a hard nail
brush.

When these simple precautions
are taken, and the old proverb,
IlPrevention is better than cure," is
kept in mind, there is little, if any,
fear of ili effects from carbon printing
even when it is practised continu-
ously and on a large scale. I speak
feelingly on this point, as the total
neglect of them for a long period en-
tailed very serious inconveniences on
myself.-E. W. Foxlee, in Autotype
Notes.
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TO SAVE AN OVER-EXPOSED

NEGATIVE.

At this season of the year we can
well imagine this or that one return-.
ing from a sojourn by the sea or out
in the bright open country with
treasured exposures to develop, find-
ing many of them hopelessly, as he
supposes, over-exposed, and the
scenes of which a photograph is so
desired now too far away for the
exposure to be repeated. I n a com-
munication made by Herr H. Schmidt,
of Berlin, and which is reprinted in
the American journal of Photography,
a method by which sucb plates may
be saved and con verted into negatives
of proper printing density is given,
which will be welcomed by many.

The rescue of the over-exposed
plate ; and its restoration to a healthy
and vigorous condition, is to take
place during development and before
fixing; hence we recommend that
this column be cut out, pasted on a
piece of cardboard, and hung up in a
dark-room ready to be referred to ini
the hour of need.

Ail are probably familiar with the
performance of the greatly over-ex-
posed plate ïn the developer-the
image flashes up quickly, is fiat and
devoid of contrast, and then gradually
or rapidly disappears in a grey fog;
and it is at this point that Herr
Schmidt's rnethod cornes in.

The plate is to be taken imme-
diately from the developer and well
washed, and is then placed in a bath
consisting of nitrate of silver 5 grs.,
distilled water ioo c.cm., where it is
allowed to remain for several minutes.

The purpose of this is, that the
gelatine film shail absorb a certain
amount of the silver nitrate.

The plate is now lifted and held in
a horizontal position, and in that
position redeveloped by pouring the
developer on a corner of the plate
and allowing it to spread evenly over
the rest of the plate in precisely the

way as adopted. for coatiiig a wet
plate, this method being adopted in
order to prevent the film from parting.
with any of the silver nitrate recently
absoibed ; hence only sufficient de-
veloper should be.poured on to spread
and cover the surface, but flot to flow
over the sides.

The image wilI now be seen to
gradually gain strength, and as soon
as sufficient vigor is deerned to be
secured, action is stopped by washing
the plate and fixing as usual.

Herr Schmidt explains the condi-
tion of the plate, and the physical and
chemnical changes which have taken
place, as follows: During exposure
and subsequent development the
sensitive film bas undergone, first, a
change consisting of a chemnical dis-
persion, and, secondly, bas also de-
veloped the peculiar property of a
physical development, in so far that
the exposed parts show an affinity for
the metallic silver in a reducing solu-
tion of argentic nitrate, whereby the
film darkens in proportion to the
relative action of the light, or in other
words, the high lights are strengthened
wbile the shadows are not affected.

The chemnical changes of the haloid
saîts bear no relation to the physical
ones. Thus it appears that of argentic
chloride, bromide, and iodide, the
former surpasses ail the others.

In other words, the greatest changes
of argentic chloride have flot been
reached when the chemnical reduction
is complete. Consequently when the
chemical development bas resulted in
a fiat negative and is then subjected
to a proper physical deveiopment, we
obtain a secondary image showing
aH the characteristics of an under
exposure.

Both these images being now upon
the same plate, one upon the other in
exact register, wýe produce a combina-
tion which gives a normal positive
print.

Such is the systemn of '«physical
development " which Herr Schmidt
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recommends, but as ,the alternative* to
it we are inclined to advise what may
be a less scientific but more familiar
method of saving our aver-exposed
negatives.

PFrobably the mistake which most
make is to stop developmnent as soan
as the plate is quite suffused with grey
and rapidly blackening fog; the image
cornes up quickly, pale and contrast-
less, and then, often quite suddenly,
a darkening over the whole image
takes place, and every trace of image
is submerged, and at this point, fearful
of going further, the plate is too often
hurriedly taken from the developer,
washed, and transferred to the fixing
bath with feelings of disappointment,
and as much philosophical self-con-
solation as we can summon Up.

If, however, instead of transferring
the plate to the hypasuiphite fixing
we lay it aside in a dlean dish whilst
we mix up a fresh developing solution
contaîning a great excess of pyro (or
other reagent), or an abnormally large
proportion of restrainer (bromide of
potassium), and a very little of the
aikaline ingredient, and put the plate
in that, cavering the dish over, and
letting it remain with an occasional
rocking whilst we proceed with the
development of the next plate, that
over-exposed negative may yet give
us satisfaction and a good print.

Let this higIhly restrained and slow
develapment praceed until the plate
is perfectly black, ail but a solid blaclc,
when viewed b>' the dark-room lamp,
and then wash and fix as usual.

If such an opaque condition is n .ot
easily arrived at, a few more drops of
alkcali may require ta be added, and
after fixing we shall find we have a
negative which wauld probably take
a week ta print.

The plate must naw be submitted
ta the usual reducing solution of
hyposuiphite of soda and ferricyanide
of potassium, the action of which, as
may be- imagined, is ta reduce and
remaove most of the "<fog " and some

of the densit>' of image of which we
have. plenty ta spare.

The ferricyanide reducer suggested
by Mr. Howard'Farmer cansists of a
few drops-of the ten per cent, solution
of ferricyanide af potassium added ta
the ordinary hyposulphite of soda
solution as used for fixing.

When used in this proportion the
action is slow and gradua], and the
gradations and haîf-tanes are nat
destroyed by increasing the propor-
tion af ferricyanide. Hawever, the
action is flot onl>' more rapid, but the
shadows appear ta lose densit>' more
rapidly in proportion to their depth,
and greater contrasts are secured.
This is a point ta be borne in mind
in negatives such as we are describing,
in which lack of contrast, awing'to
over-expasure, is the chief evil.

Ail the faregoing advice, however,
will came tao late for those finished
negatives which we have b>' us already
toa weak for printing. Having tried
them with gelatino-chioride papers,
or better still, the new " Rembrandt "
paper and stili failing ta get satis-
factar>' prints, we must proceed to.
first reduce with the normal reducer
of Mr. Howard Farmer just given, so.
as ta remove the " fag" as far as.
possible, and then repair an>' unde-
sirable lass in the image itself b>'
intensification.

For this purpose the ardinar>'
mercur>' formula wiIl serve:

Perchioride af mercur>', 2 parts
Hydrochloric acid .... i part
Water .............. 100 parts

followed, after tharaugh washing,.
with an immersion in an ordinar>'
hydroquinone develaper, or in liq.
ammonia, one part ta water ten parts.

Perhaps a cleaner and in same
respects a safer metbad af intensifica-
tion is one given by Herr Schmidt in
the same article as we first quoted
from.

His instructions are as fallows:
The carefully-washed plate is flowed.
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with a sufficient quantity of the follow-
ing solution:

i.-Pyrogallol ......... wo gr.
Alcohol, 96 percent. 100 c.cm.

2.-Argentic nitrate . 4 gr.
Citric acid ......... 6 '
Distilled water .... 200 C.cm.

For use, take of No. 1 4 c.cm. and
distilled water ioo c.cmn., and imme-
diately before use add an equal volume
of NO. 2. The diluted solution will
flot keep. When the intensification
is seen to have progressed sufflciently
far, the plate is to be fixed in the
iisual manner and well washed.-
Amateur Photography.

'BOOK REVIEWS.
Conscious of the value of the ex-

ceptionally rich and important con-
tents of the October number of the
Art Amateur, the publisher rnakes
the generous. offer of sending to any,
.of our readers who quote this notice,
a specimen copy of the magazine,
together with a copy of a valuable
littie manual, entitled "'Practical
Hints for Beginners in Painting,"
post free, on receipt Of 25 cents, the
.usual price of the magazine being 35
cents a number, or Z4oo a year.
Such a chance should be seized upon
at once, for we certainly do. not re-
member to have seen a number of
the Art Amateur packed so full of
papers of practical value to the artist,
art student, and industrial art worker,
as is the October issue. A series of
papers on Flower Analysis, by J.
Marion ShulI, begins a capital course
of object lessons, and Mr. Knaufft's
article on Measurements of the Hu-
man Figure is clear and instructive;
his series of Suggestions for Teachers
of Drawing is carried a stage farther.
Articles on Painting Flowers and Stili
Life and Landscape Painting are full
.of invaluable working suggestions,
,giviflg color schemes, palettes, etc.
Practical hints foir beginners, hints to

young illustrators, and another instal-
ment of Miss Hallowell's excellent
talks on Elementary Drawing, to-
gether with the usual clear and work-
able treatments of the color and
other supplements, represent the
more strictly educational section of
this issue. Under the heading of
"1The Art Schools" will be found some
piquant notes about the Art Stu-
dent's League-and there is an inter-
esting contrast ofthe methods of teach-
ing of Messrs. Blum and Chase. The
China Painting department is unusu-
ally rich in illustration and suggestion
for China and Glass Decorators, while
Needlework, Embroidery and Wood-
carving have ample space allotted to
them. The department devoted to
the House is rich in suggestion for
the treatment of nooks and corners,
descriptive of new uphoîsteries, and of
the uses of leather (Cuir Bouilli) for
interior decoration. The Note Book
-ý-that unique feature of the magazine
in which the editor gives from month
to month treasures from his inex-
haustible storehouse of art and pic-
ture lore-is more than usually varied
and attractive. The Color Supple-
mnents given free are a charming sea
piece by C. H. Bogert, entitled "Wait-
ing for the Tide," and a Dutch scene
by Charles Volkmar. There is also
a full-page Charcoal Study by George
H. Boughton. 35 cents a number, or
$4.oo a year. (Montague Marks, 23
Union Square, New York.)

NOTICE BOARD.
Watson, of St. Thomas, is again

cutting prices. See his advertise-
ment.

Messrs. Percy Lund & Co., Ltd.,
publishers of The Practical Photog-
rapher, Process Work and The Print-
er, The junior Photographer, will in
future be known as Percy Lund,
Iiumpbries & Co., Ltd. The con-
stitution of the company remains ex-
actly as before.
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Premo
Cameras
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Are perfect in construction, workman-

ship, finish, and contain more modern

improvements than any other camera.

Send for illustrated catalogue of Premo

and Premier Cameras. If you intend

to take pictures, of course you desire

totake good o nes* -. . '.-*-
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RO0CH ESTER OPTICAL e0.
ROCHIESTER, N.Y.
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PRODUCE
PERFECT
PlCTLJRES."l
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A GOOD BUSINESS DODGE.

Rumor says that a certain cbemnist,
who deals in lantern and photo-
graphic goods, lately hit upon a novel
dodge fori increasing bis business. A
well-known lady in the village wvas
about to be married, so he circular-
ized the place to the effect that he
would give three guineas to the per-
son who would take the best photo-
graph of the bride as she was leaving
the church door. Also that-he was
prepa.red to hire out hand cameras
ready charged for use, and would at
a moderate figure develop the films
or plates and make lantern slides fromn
the same. Needless to say he did a
roaring trade. In a few days he an-
nounced that these- slides would be
projected by the lantern at the -

Hall, admission is., at which the pub-
lic should decide which picture was
worthy of the prize. The net profits,
after giving the prize, amounted to

£83 5s. 4d.-Optical Magic Lantern
journal.

Talk about Yankee tricks. -St.
Louis and Canadian Photographer.

Test for Ilypo (Walpole).

One of the simplest tests for the
presence of hyposuiphite of sodium is
the permanganate one. In a pint of
distilled water one grain of perman-
ganate of potash and ten grains of
potassium carbonate are dissolved.
This will give a pink solution. A
littie of the water in which the prints
have been last soaking is poured into
a clean white glass bottie, and to it is
added four or five drops of the per-
manganate solution. If the slightest
trace of hypo be present the solu-
tion wiII assume a light green tint ;
otherwise it will be of a faint pinkish
tinge. The bottie should be shaken
and allowed to stand ten minutes or
s0 before examination.
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